
For 10th & 12th.  
English Mission  
ALLWAYS 
Remember this 
 
You will be having 4 different sets A, B, C, D. . .Wherein the 
Seen passages, 
Seen poems,  
Rapid reading section would be different for each set.  
 
Unseen passages and writing skills would be same for all the sets. . 
 
If you try to analyse this properly,you can't afford to skip anything basically. 
 
1.Always start studying from the last unit i.e. unit 8 then 7,6,5. . . so on as you don't have much 
hold over the last 4 units compared to the ones at the start. 
 
For Writing Skills: 
 
1 mark is always for Grammar and presentation skills. . . 
 
1.Letter Writing : Always prefer formal letter. 
This would include letters for general civic problems, job application letter,etc. Remember to 
write Address,  
Subject,  
Reference, 
Thanking you, enclosures, etc. 
Divide the letter into 3 paragraphs. . . 
Don't give full stop after writing the date.  
 
In the first paragraph, mention the sole purpose for writing the letter in 2-3 lines.  
Second paragraph, should be a flop descriptive one with regard to the subject and the last 
paragraph, should conclude the letter in a polite way. 
 
(Easy to score 3.5marks out of 4 over here if written with perfection and not a single 
cancellation. 
 
Tourist Leaflet: Write it in a creative way with quality content.  
Add your own points along with the points asked. 
(Maximum you can get 3.5/4 marks over here) 
 
̗  Report Writing: Headline carries 1 mark so give a good one.  
Place Line and dateline half mark. Divide the report into three paragraphs. 
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*Sequence* of events which took and the past tense of the report are the most important points 
to be kept in mind. 
 
In the first one, describe what happened, where it happened, at what time it happened and who 
was there. . .Basically, first paragraph should answer major 'Wh' questions. 
 
In the second paragraph, describe what were the major highlights of the event in brief 
sequentially. 
 
In the third paragraph, conclude the report in one or two sentences and the end mention. . . 
Reporter. ..(Maximum you can 3 marks) 
 
˯ Information transfer: Always go for non-verbal to verbal one as it consumes your time.  
Write it in only 1 paragraph covering half or more than half page. Start like this. . .' The above 
diagrams gives information. . .about. . .write what is given in the question. . .After that, write 
whatever you understand from the pictorial representation as it in simple words. Don't write too 
much. Keep it brief and simple. (Maximum marks: 3.5/4) 
 
˸ Interview Questions: Frame 10 questions. Give a introduction about the person whom you're 
interviewing in 2-3 lines. Keep the questions simple. Always ask these 4 questions for any type 
of interview: 
 
What were the challenges faced by you during your less adventurous days? 
 
Who motivated you or influenced when times were thick and thin? 
 
What was the turning point of your life? 
 
What advice/ message would you like to give to the young generation who aspires to become 
like you? (Ask this question always at the end) 
 
(Maximum marks: 4/4) 
 
View/ Counterview: Don't attempt this as it is not a scoring topic. You can't manipulate the points 
given and you have to be precise enough while conveying your view/ counterview. 
 
̃ Speech Writing: Very similar to expand the idea. Always start with the salutation. . .' 
Respected teacher and my dear friends' and then divide the speech into minimum 5 paragraph. 
Enrich it with lot of quotes, examples, case studies,etc. Quality content is expected. Not easy to 
score unless you write in a creative way.(Maximum marks: 2.5/3) 
 
Note: As soon as you get the question paper, glance through the writing skills, make a proper 
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choice and collect thoughts on that as you write the paper. 
Don't waste more time solving comprehension, for 2 marks questions: 4 sentences are 
expected. If you write 1 it 2 quotes, even 2- 3 sentences would be enough.( You can easily 
score 2/2) 
 
˳ Be spacious while writing the paper. Highlight important points and quotes or anything new 
which you have written with a pencil. 
Mark my words, it does matter! 
 
˳ Don't use short forms, numbers anywhere while writing the answer unless it's mentioned in 
the extract. Your marks are being cut using that. 
 
˳ Don't skip anything. 
 
˳ Don't try to learn new things at the last moment. 
 
˳ Follow whatever you believe with conviction. 
 
˳ Last but not the least: Keep your best foot forward and let go of everything and remember 
this. . 
. 
' Whatever is Difficult can be made Simple, 
Whatever is Simple can be made Easy, 
And whatever is Easy can be done Superbly. . .' 
"EFFORTS MAY FAIL BUT YOU SHOULD NOT FAIL TO MAKE EFFORTS!" ~ Nido Qubein. 
 
ALL THE BEST!!! DO WELL  
Pls pass on this message to all those who are Appearing for 10th & 12th Board exams from this 
year 
Q 2 B Note-making 4 Marks 
1.U will b asked to draw a tree diagram or a table or even notes 
2. Draw tree diagram on horizontal page  
3. Notes must be neat and clean 
4. Notes must be in logical sequence and all important points has to b covered  
5. Use same pen to draw notes no need to use pencil 
6. In case while drawing tree diagram branches should not mix with one another 
7. Diagram must hv a title 
Q.6. C Non-verbal to verbal 
1. U will b given a diagram (tree,table,notes,pie chart or graph) 
2. Give a title  
3. It can b written in one paragraph or even in 2 to 3 paragraph. (see the instruction gvn in ?) 
4. Your answer must have beginning,middle and conclusion 
5. Use your own language and frame short but simple sentences 
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6. Use comparative method to write answer so that u will write enough 
7. Grammatically correct sentence construction is expected 
 
Q. 3 B Summary writing 
1. Summary has to b brief 
2. It has to b in one paragraph only maximum 8 and half to 9 and half lines 
3. Underline the main points or ideas from d given extract 
4. Each underlined point should be your one sentence 
5. Do not add any information on ur own 
6. Do not give ur opinion 
7. Use compression and suppression 
8. Use your own language & vocabulary 
9. Remove unnecessary information & examples 
10. Use generalisation for summary writing 
 
Q.6. C. Letter writing 
Only formal or semi formal letters r asked. (application,concession,leave,appreciation 
editor,compliments, order,enquiry etc) 
1.Letter must be in 3 parts 
2. Follow the format of letter writing traditional as well as modern both accepted 
3. Do not use d word date write 28th February,2017 
4. To write sender's address and Address of addressee use the given CV 
5. In case of job application write Reference as well as Subject 
6. In salutation write Respected Sir/Madam, while writing to known person use Dear Sir/Madam 
while writing letter to the editor use only Sir, 
7. In job application do self appraisal in first paragraph in second paragraph assure good or 
quality service from u.  In editor's letter first write d problem them why d problem and its effects. 
Next paragraph suggest solution followed by an appeal to publish d letter in a newspaper. 
8. There has to b a complimentary close followed by signature 
9. Proper documents has to b attached in enclosure 
 
Q.6. C five different things are there out of which only 2 will b gvn and students r 
supposed to write any one. 
News, report, appeal, tourist leaflet and dialogue writing. Work on news writing, report writing, 
dialogue or tourist leaflet rather than appeal. News or report has to b factual. Use proper date 
line like name of d place,month,date and  name of d news agency or the reporter proper intro or 
lead paragraph followed by main body. 
 In tourist leaflet write d one which is asked eg. Hill station, historical,sea shore ur own town city 
or native place or even holy or place of religious importance. Write on known place only only. 
Use all the points given in question ppr. Apart from that use introduction and best time to visit d 
place. 
Use figurative language suggest a suitable title like In d Lap of Sahyadri for Mahabaleswar or 
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City of Dreams for Mumbai 
 
 
 
Q. 7 A Framing Interview Questions 
1. Write minimum 10 to 12 questions though 8 r asked to write 
2. Ask open ended questions 
3. Frame Wh questions only 
4. Do not ask rhetorical questions 
5. Do not frame a question which will hurt personal feelings of d interviewee 
6. Ask questions in logical sequence 
7. Frame grammatically correct questions 
8. Do not forget to put a ? Mark after framing question 
Q. 7. B Speech Writing 
Good speech must begin with proper salutation to d dignitaries 
2. After salutation introduce the topic. 
3. Speech can b written in 2 to 3 paragraph. 
4. Good speech has beginning,middle and conclusion 
5. Use rhetorical questions in speech writing. 
6. Give plenty of examples to prove your points 
7. Speech must have a conversational tone 
 
My parent ..my teacher based on unit two, 
 
Speech on save trees trees save based on poem 5.1, d effects of globalisation on envrnmnt 
based on unit 8, india towards 21st century based on unit six, d condition of women in our 
society based on unit four, d effects of change of currency on middle class people based on unit 
3 
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